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xml data exchange - university of edinburgh - relational data exchange problem • given a source
instance s, ﬁnd a target instance tsuch that (s,t) satisﬁes Σ. - (s,t) satisﬁes ψτ(¯x,z¯) :– ϕσ(¯x,y¯) if whenever
ssatisﬁes xml data exchange: consistency and query answering - xml data exchange problem to
relational data exchange by using some relational representation of xml documents [krishnamurthy et al.
2003] (for example, as trees with the child and next-sibling relations, as well as attribute values). storage and
retrieval of xml data using relational databases - ' surajit chaudhuri & kyuseok shim 2001 5 xml: a wire
protocol xml = a minimal wire representation for data and storage exchange a low-level wire transfer format
Œ like ip in networking xml data exchange: consistency and query answering - to relational data
exchange by using some relational rep- resentation of xml documents[15] (for example, as trees with the child
and next-sibling relations, as well as at- logical foundations of relational data exchange - logical
foundations of relational data exchange pablo barcelo´ department of computer science, university of chile
pbarcelo@dcc.uchile 1 introduction data exchange has been deﬁned as the problem of taking data structured
under a source schema and materializing an instance of a target schema that reﬂects as accurately as possible
the source data [19]. in the last years, the need for ... exploring xml for data exchange in the context of
an ... - relational data exchange, we also provide an overview of several teaching tools that are also used in
the study of xml for object- oriented data (using objectivity/db) and for the exchange of querying xml views
of relational data - vldb - xml has emerged as the standard data exchange format for internet-based
business applications. this has created the need to publish existing business data as xml. since most business
data is currently stored in relational database systems, the problem of publishing relational data as xml
assumes special significance. a general and flexible way to publish relational data as xml is to create ... clio:
schema mapping creation and data exchange - publishing legacy relational data in xml. this often
requires relational data to this often requires relational data to be placed into a predeﬁned xml schema
(deﬁned, e.g., by a standards committee xml-based data exchange in the heterogeneous databases
(xdehd) - international journal of web & semantic technology (ijwest) vol.6, no.3, july 2015 12 xml
representation may inefficient compared to storage the data in a relational database, since
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